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Photonic time-crystals (PTCs) are spatially homogeneous media
whose electromagnetic susceptibility varies periodically in time,
causing temporal reflections and refractions for any wave propa-
gating within the medium. The time-reflected and time-refracted
waves interfere, giving rise to Floquet modes with momentum
bands separated by momentum gaps (rather than energy bands
and energy gaps, as in photonic crystals). Here, we present a study
on the emission of radiation by free electrons in PTCs. We show
that a free electron moving in a PTC spontaneously emits radiation,
and when associated with momentum-gap modes, the electron
emission process is exponentially amplified by the modulation of
the refractive index. Moreover, under strong electron–photon
coupling, the quantum formulation reveals that the spontaneous
emission into the PTC bandgap experiences destructive quantum
interference with the emission of the electron into the PTC band
modes, leading to suppression of the interdependent emission.
Free-electron physics in PTCs offers a platform for studying a
plethora of exciting phenomena, such as radiating dipoles mov-
ing at relativistic speeds and highly efficient quantum interac-
tions with free electrons.

photonics j ultrafast optics j photonic crystals j lasers

Photonic time crystals (PTCs) are materials with a large
time-periodic change of their electromagnetic properties. A

sudden change in the optical properties leads to a time-reflec-
tion and time refraction for any electromagnetic wave traveling
within that medium (1–4). Since causality dictates that time
cannot be reversed, the reflected wave generated by the abrupt
temporal variation (henceforth the time-reflected wave) cannot
go back in time; instead, time-reflections go back in space, with
a conjugate phase. Making a periodic sequence of changes in
the material properties causes the forward-propagating (time-
refracted) waves and the time-reflections to interfere, leading
to the emergence of a band structure and dispersion relation
(5–7). Naturally, PTCs seem similar to one-dimensional (1D)
photonic crystals: The dispersion relations of the PTC and the
photonic crystal are both determined by the strength and period-
icity of the change in the electromagnetic properties. However,
there are several profound fundamental differences between the
two. First, while dielectric spatial photonic crystals conserve
energy and do not conserve momentum, in PTCs, the temporal
variations break time-translation symmetry, and therefore,
energy is not a conserved quantity in PTCs. On the other hand,
in spatially homogenous media, PTCs conserve momentum. The
conservation of momentum means that the k-wavevector is a
good quantum number in the PTC (7). Second, the roles of ω
and k are swapped in the dispersion curve of a PTC, meaning
that the bandgaps in the PTC are in momentum, rather than in
energy (5, 7). The third difference has to do with the modes
associated with the bandgap. A wave arriving at an air/dielectric
photonic crystal interface with a frequency associated with the
photonic crystal bandgap experiences total reflection because
the photonic crystal has no propagating modes that can support
such a frequency. In PTCs, on the other hand, because energy is

not conserved, waves with wavevectors inside the momentum
gap change the energy they carry and exhibit not only exponen-
tial decay, but also exponential growth in time (8, 9).

To observe the main features of a PTC, such as the momen-
tum gap (8), the modulation amplitude of the electromagnetic
properties must be large (of order unity), and the modulation
frequency should be high enough—on the order of the fre-
quency of the electromagnetic wave propagating within the
PTC. Otherwise, time-reflections become many orders of mag-
nitude weaker than time-refracted light, which would lead to
complete closure of the momentum bandgap, and the interac-
tion becomes resonant, as in optical parametric amplifiers
(OPAs) (10). Indeed, OPAs have been demonstrated to be a
useful source of squeezed light (11, 12) under resonant condi-
tions (the sum of the frequencies of the signal and idler equals
the pump frequency and the phase-matching condition),
but—in the absence of a bandgap—OPAs do not exhibit the
unique properties of PTCs (SI Appendix). Given the extreme
conditions required for the formation of a PTC, thus far, PTCs
were demonstrated only at radio frequencies in electronic
transmission lines (7). However, recent experimental advances
in dynamic optical materials, especially in epsilon-near-zero
(ENZ) materials (13, 14), hold the promise of having PTCs at
optical frequencies very soon: Recent experiments showed
large (on the order of ∼1), femtosecond-scale variations in the
refractive index (15, 16). These and later experiments of time
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refraction (17–19) herald the possibility to experiment with PTCs
in the near future (6, 20).

Here, we study the interaction of free electrons with PTCs.
We show, through classical and quantum electrodynamic (QED)
formulations, that free electrons propagating in a PTC spontane-
ously radiate due to the exchange of energy with their time-
varying surrounding. The emission exhibits a tunable spectrum
in two different regimes, subluminal and superluminal, display-
ing an abrupt transition in the shape of the radiation pattern
when the electron becomes faster than the phase velocity of light
in the medium and crosses the Cherenkov radiation threshold.
The time-varying medium contributes an energy “kick” to the
interaction, similar to Compton scattering, yet with the medium
acting as the scattering photon. For electromagnetic waves with
wavevectors k residing in the momentum gap, this energy kick
leads to exponential amplification of the radiation, drawing the
energy from the modulation. The QED analysis of the system
with strong electron–photon coupling reveals an intriguing
effect: The quantum degeneracy between the final states of
the emission process by the moving electron and the states of
the spontaneous emission created by vacuum fluctuations in the
PTC is lifted by the interaction term and causes avoided crossing
between the two processes. This causes the spontaneous emis-
sion into the momentum bandgap to display destructive quan-
tum interference with the emission of the electron into PTC
band modes, giving rise to suppression of the emission at the
crossing point. The process of free-electron emission in PTCs,
and especially the exponential enhancement of the emission
driven by the temporally modulated refractive index, offer a
plethora of new phenomena and suggest novel applications,
such as widely tunable lasers ranging from the terahertz
regime all the way to X-rays, drawing their energy from the
modulation, and efficient laser-based particle accelerators.

Henceforth, we consider the radiation of an electron travel-
ing in a PTC medium with εðtÞ ¼ εðtþTÞ. The general geometry
is presented in Fig. 1A, showing an electron moving at a cons-
tant velocity βc0 (c0 is the vacuum speed of light, and 0 ≤ b < 1
is the velocity constant) inside a spatially homogeneous PTC
while emitting radiation. In this geometry, it is notable to mention
the work of Vitaly Ginzburg, who examined the radiation occur-
ring under small (perturbative) modulation of the medium (21)
and observed “transition scattering.” As stated earlier, here, we
study the effects caused by the presence of the PTCs, which are
highlighted by the existence of a momentum bandgap, within
which radiation can be amplified exponentially. We assume a spa-
tially infinite PTC, thereby excluding any edge effects associated

with dielectric interfaces. However, as we show in SI Appendix, a
finite-bulk PTC produces the same features and interacts with
the electron in a similar way, due to the miniscule size of the
electron compared with the optical wavelength. Moreover, ultra-
fast ENZ materials and the recent progress in ultrafast transmis-
sion electron microscopes (UTEMs) (22) make the experimental
platform for this phenomenon realizable (23). Fig. 1B presents a
general outcome of a finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) sim-
ulation of Maxwell’s equations, displaying the electron radiation
in a PTC of sinusoidal modulation εðtÞ ¼ ε0 þ ε1sinðXtÞ starting
at t¼ T1 and ending at t¼ T2 (the time analog of passing
through a 1D photonic crystal of finite length). Importantly, this
simulation is carried out for the case where the electron velocity
is below the Cherenkov threshold; namely, the electron moves
slower than the speed of light in the medium. Nevertheless, as
Fig. 1B highlights, the temporal variations responsible for the
PTC enable free-electron radiation, even in the regime that
Cherenkov radiation cannot exist (24, 25). Moreover, since the
PTC medium is homogeneous, all effects associated with a spa-
tial periodicity [the Smith–Purcell effect (26)] do not exist
either. Yet, the free electron displays efficient radiation, which
is actually angle-dependent, despite the fact that the medium is
homogenous. Namely, as shown in Fig. 1B, waves at higher
wavenumbers are emitted forward, closer to the propagation
axis, while waves at lower wavenumbers are emitted backward.
The results of this direct simulation immediately indicate that a
free electron passing through a PTC radiates in a spatiotempo-
ral pattern that is fundamentally different from known Cheren-
kov radiation.

To find the radiation of moving electrons in a PTC, we first
analyze the electromagnetic modes in this time-modulated
medium using Maxwell’s equations. Analogously to an abrupt
change in space, a temporally abrupt change of the permittiv-
ity leads to time-reflection and time-refraction, both shifted in
frequency (5). However, time-reflections cannot occur backward
in time because (to the best of our knowledge) time only moves
forward. Hence, time-reflections, even when generated by a spa-
tially uniform temporal change in the medium, actually occur in
space and appear as spatial back-reflections. Naturally, when the
susceptibility in a medium undergoes periodic changes in time,
the refractive index variations induce multiple reflections and
refractions of waves in space. Due to the periodicity of the varia-
tions, the reflections and refractions interfere to form a Floquet
band structure of the electromagnetic modes (Fig. 2A). When
the medium is homogeneous, the wavevector k is a conserved
quantity appearing as a constant characterizing each eigenmode.
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Fig. 1. The process of free-electron radiation in a PTC. (A) Schematics of a free electron moving and radiating in a PTC. When the index of refraction changes
periodically in time, the electron moving in the medium emits electromagnetic radiation, which depends on the modulation and on the electron velocity bc0.
(B) Magnetic field amplitude (amp.) of the electromagnetic radiation, Hðx,y ¼ 0,z, tÞ, obtained by FDTD simulation for an electron moving at velocity bc0 in a
PTC of 20 cycles that starts at time t ¼ T1 and ends at t ¼ T2; the snapshot is taken at t > T2. High wavenumbers are emitted backward. There is no radiation
on the propagation axis because the polarization of the emitted waves cannot be perpendicular to the electron velocity. a.u., arbitrary units.
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The Floquet modes of the electromagnetic field are conveniently
expressed through the magnetic field (because its mathematical
relation to the current source is free of time-derivatives) of the
form Hkðr, tÞ ¼H0e

ikrhkðtÞ; hkðtÞ ¼ eixkt∑qmk e
imXt, where xk is

the Floquet frequency that depends on the wavenumber k, X is
the modulation frequency 2π=T (T is the period), m is the order
of the harmonic, and qmk are the coefficients of the Floquet
mode harmonic. Notice that, for each wavenumber k, there
are two Floquet function solutions, hk,þðtÞ and hk,�ðtÞ, for xk

and �xk, respectively. When k is in the band, these functions
are complex conjugates, hk,þðtÞ=h�k,�ðtÞ. But when k is in the
gap, xk becomes complex; therefore, one of the solutions is
decaying exponentially, and one is growing exponentially with
time (SI Appendix). For these momentum-gap modes, the
energy carried by the modes grows or decays exponentially, at
the expense of the energy invested in the temporal modula-
tion of the permittivity. The superposition of all modes in the
bands and in the gaps, each with its own wavenumber k,
describes the electromagnetic surrounding of the electron
passing through the PTC.

We model the electron classically, as a point charge moving
in the z direction, with velocity v¼ bc0, creating electric cur-
rent density jeðr, tÞ ¼ δðr?Þδðz� bc0tÞẑ, where r? are the coor-
dinates transverse to z. The point source can be decomposed
into its spatial wavenumbers jkðr, tÞ ¼ j0e

ikzbc0 tẑ. The wave equa-
tion for the magnetic field component Hk in a PTC with a
current source jk is�

∂t
�
εmðtÞ∂t

�
� c2k2

�
HkðtÞ ¼ �ik × jk, [1]

where c¼ 1=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiμoεoεr,0

p
, and the permittivity is εðtÞ ¼ ε0εr,0εmðtÞ,

where εmðtÞ is the time-dependent part and εmð0Þ ¼ 1. To solve
this equation, we find the Green function, which satisfies the

time-dependent part of Eq. 1,
�
∂t
�
εmðtÞ∂t

�
� c2k2

�
Gkðt, t’Þ ¼

δðt� t’Þ. Using the time-dependent part of the magnetic field,

hkðtÞ, we find (details in SI Appendix)

Gkðt, t0Þ ¼
hk,þðt0Þhk,�ðtÞ � hk,�ðt0Þhk,þðtÞ

Ck
t < t0

0 t ≥ t0
,

8<
: [2]

where Ck ¼ εðtÞ
�
hk,þðtÞhk,�ðtÞ � hk,�ðtÞhk,þðtÞ

�
is constant in

time, which, interestingly, is proportional to the Minkowski
momentum, ∫ ðD × BÞdV (27). The Minkowski momentum is a
conserved quantity for a homogenous medium, even when the
medium varies in time, and is used here to define the amplitude of
each mode. By integrating over the product of the Green function
and our current source, jk, we find the electromagnetic radiation
induced by the electron. The radiation efficiency of the electron is
determined by the relation between its phase kzbc0t and the phase
of the Floquet modes hkðtÞ, a necessary requirement for efficient
light emission of free electrons in matter. Maximum efficiency
occurs when the phases match—that is, when kzbc0 ¼ xk þmX—
which occurs for every wavenumber k and harmonic number m
separately. These considerations allow for phase matching of the
radiation process in time and the z direction simultaneously, which
results in the following magnetic field component:

Hk,y=x,mðtÞ ¼ �i
kx=yhkðtÞqmk �t

2Ck
: [3]

We find that the amplitude of the field grows with time and is
proportional to the strength of the relevant Floquet harmonic,
jamk j. Moreover, when the wavenumber of the source resides in
the momentum gap, any coupling to that gap mode induces
exponential growth of the radiation amplitude, in line with the
exponential growth of hk,þðtÞ (see the analytical derivation in
SI Appendix).

To find the exact angles and frequencies to which the elec-
tron radiates, we map the phase-matching condition onto the
wavevector space (kz,k?Þ of radiation in the PTC

k2? ¼ k2z

�
n2eff ðkÞb2 � 1

�
� 2mkzbneff kmod þm2k2mod, [4]

where neff ðkÞ ¼ xk=kc0 and kmod ¼ Xneff=c0. This mapping is
natural because the wavevector k is a conserved quantity for
each mode in our system. Fig. 2 B and C show this mapping in
two distinct cases, where the electron is below and above the
Cherenkov velocity threshold, respectively. The Cherenkov
threshold (bnr ¼ 1) plays a significant role in this interaction—it
differentiates between two regimes of radiation, subluminal and
superluminal. We notice that the main harmonic (kzbc0 ¼ xk;
m = 0) is missing in the subluminal regime, where b¼ 0:4 <
1=nr (Fig. 2B). This is because the electron is not fast enough
on its own to radiate, for the very same reason that there is no
Cherenkov radiation below the threshold. However, because the
medium here is a PTC, the temporal modulation of the permit-
tivity endows the electron with energy to interact with frequen-
cies of integer quanta X higher and lower than the Floquet
frequency xk of the radiated modes. For example, when phase
matching is met for harmonic m¼�1, with kzbc0 ¼ xk �X,
radiation is efficiently emitted into this Floquet mode with its
original frequency xk. On the other hand, in the superluminal
regime (Fig. 2C) with b¼ 0:99 > 1=nr, the electron is fast
enough not only to emit ordinary Cherenkov radiation, which is
here modified by the PTC dispersion (m¼ 0), but also to radiate
to higher harmonics with m > 0. Moreover, in the superluminal
regime, the phase-matching condition is fulfilled also for gap
modes. The coupling varies according to the shape of the
bandgap modes (SI Appendix), but after being excited by the
electron—all gap radiation grows exponentially.

To confirm our analytical results, we simulate this system with
an FDTD algorithm. Fig. 2D shows a comparison between the
magnetic field amplitude found in simulations and the analytic
calculation, for an electron moving with b¼ 0:4 in a medium
with permittivity εðtÞ ¼ 2þ 0:2sinðXtÞ, at the end of 50 PTC
cycles. The simulation results conform well for the full range of
angles (up to the resolution and system size limits of FDTD sim-
ulations). Fig. 2 E and F display the Fourier components of the
output magnetic field for b¼ 0:4 and 0:99, respectively (same as
in Fig. 2 B and C), when ε1=ε0 ¼ 0:2. These simulations show
that the electron radiation indeed follows the phase-matching
condition presented above for the Floquet band modes. But even
more interestingly, when the electron radiates into phase-
matched modes within the bandgap, the radiation grows expo-
nentially in time (analytic expression given in SI Appendix).

Thus far, we treated the free electron as a classical moving
point charge and showed that the emitted electromagnetic radi-
ation strongly depends on the band structure of the PTC. In the
subluminal (spectrally limited) case ðbn < 1Þ, the PTC serves as
an “enabler” for the electron radiation, where the free electron
is phase-matched to harmonics with m < 0. In the superluminal
regime ðbn > 1Þ, the free electron is phase-matched with all the
harmonics of the PTC modes, so in addition to the fundamental
harmonic (m¼ 0), which corresponds partially to the ordinary
Cherenkov radiation in a stationary medium, we find superlumi-
nal radiation in a slew of frequencies and angles. The classical
model we use predicts these outcomes, yet, it is incomplete in
explaining the free-electron emission to momentum-gap modes
This is because—as we show below—a medium that is modulated
in time also displays spontaneous photon-pair creation exactly in
the momentum gap, and this emission grows exponentially and
interferes with the PTC Cherenkov-like radiation. Naturally,
this phenomenon cannot be explained through Maxwell’s
equations. Next, we present the quantum model to complete
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the physical picture of light emission by a free electron moving
in a PTC.

To describe the underlying phenomena on a single-photon
interaction level, we use canonical quantization tools. The result-
ing Hamiltonian of our system is (see details in SI Appendix):

Htot¼HEMðtÞþHeþHI

¼
k,σ

�
c0 jk j
nr

εmðtÞþ1

2εmðtÞ
� �

a†kσakσþ
1

2

� �
þ εmðtÞ�1

4εmðtÞ
� ��

× akσa�kσþa†kσa
†
�kσ

� �Þþ P̂
2

2m
�eP̂ � Â

m

, [5]

with nr ¼ ffiffiffiffi
εr

p
. This expression consists of the Hamiltonians for

the electromagnetic field HEM , the free-electron energy He, and
the interaction term HI, where nr is the ambient refractive
index, k and σ are the wavenumber and polarization, εðtÞ is the
modulated permittivity, a†k,σ,ak,σ are the creation and annihila-
tion operators of a photon with k and σ, P̂ is the momentum
operator of the electron, and Â is the vector potential operator
of the electromagnetic field, written using akσ (SI Appendix).
Notice that HEMðtÞ contains terms describing the creation and
annihilation of pairs of photons with opposite momenta �k
and –�k, highlighting the fact that the total momentum is
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Fig. 2. Band structure of the PTC and the radiation emitted by the free electron. (A) Unfolded band structure of the PTC, with the momentum gap
marked in orange and the various bands marked in different colors. Here, kgap ¼ Xnr=2c0, where X is the PTC modulation frequency and nr ¼ ffiffiffiffi

εr
p

is the
bias refractive index, and the modulation strength is ε1=ε0 ¼ 0:4. The units of the floquet frequency, xk,c, and the wavenumbers are normalized to X and
kgap, respectively. The changes of the permittivity in time cause reflections and refractions that lead to the buildup of the Floquet band structure. (B and
C) Phase-matched lines marking the directions of efficient radiation emitted by a free electron moving through a PTC, in the subluminal and in the super-
luminal regimes, respectively. (D) Power carried by the electromagnetic radiation vs. radiation angle for b¼ 0:4: comparison between the analytic result
and the FDTD simulation. (E and F) Radiation pattern calculated by FDTD simulations in the subluminal and superluminal regimes, respectively. The radia-
tion lines correspond to the lines in B and C. harm., harmonics.
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conserved. We can therefore arrange the states in independent
ladders of pairs of counterpropagating photons with wavevec-
tors k and �k, j 0k, 0�k > , j 1k, 1�k > , j 2k, 2�k > , etc. The
last term of HEM couples these states by adding (or subtracting)
precisely one pair of k and –k photons, thus not changing the
overall momentum. For wavevectors residing in the gap, the
number of photons increases exponentially, even if initially, there
were no such photons in the medium; i.e., these photons can
appear spontaneously from vacuum fluctuations (28–31)—a pure
QED effect. It is essential here to highlight the importance of the
momentum gap: In a PTC, these photon pairs appear at any fre-
quency, as long as their wavenumber is associated with the gap,
unlike the generation of squeezed light in OPAs (11), which
appears under strict resonant conditions (see discussion in SI
Appendix comparing PTCs and OPAs).

To study the free-electron interaction with photons in such a
medium, we add the terms of the electron energy He and the
interaction term HI . As in the classical model, here, too, we find
the same type of radiation, in addition to the ordinary Cheren-
kov radiation. This radiation is caused by the exchange of energy
quanta �X between the electron and the PTC. The relation
between the wavevector of the emitted photon and the electron
velocity is simply given by energy and momentum conservation
of the interaction process (SI Appendix), which results in
kzbc0 ¼ x� ℓX. This relation seems exactly equivalent to the
classical relation we derived earlier; however—from a QED
perspective—ℓ is the number of energy quanta �X delivered
from the PTC to the emitted photon in the interaction process.
Fig. 3A shows the probability of the electron to emit a photon in
a PTC in the subluminal regime, in a region of wavevectors
located far from the momentum gap. This radiation conforms at
most wavevectors with the radiation we found using the classical
analysis, based on Maxwell’s equations (pink line). The emission
probability is especially high when the energy-conservation
condition for the ℓ¼ 1 harmonic is fulfilled, i.e., kzbc0 ¼
x�X. In this case, the electron contributes a quantum of
energy �ðx�XÞ and emits a photon with energy �x, which
means that the PTC (the modulation of the refractive index) con-
tributed energy of �X to this interaction. The superluminal
regime is even more interesting. When the velocity of the elec-
tron crosses the speed of light in the medium, an abrupt
transition occurs in the radiation pattern: We find both the ordi-
nary Cherenkov-type (shockwave) radiation at angle θCh ¼
cos�1

�
1=bneffðkÞ

�
(ℓ¼ 0Þ when the PTC does not contribute

energy to the process and an important additional outcome: the
electron–PTC interaction for ℓ < 0. In this latter case, the elec-
tron contributes the energy quanta �ðxþ j ℓ j XÞ, but the energy
of each emitted photon is still �x. This means that when the
electron emits radiation to these modes, it also returns energy
back to the modulated medium. In this process, the electron
slows down more than it does when it emits ordinary Cherenkov

radiation in a stationary medium with the relation Δb¼ ð1�b2i Þ
3
2

bim0c02

�ðxþ ℓXÞ, where bi is the initial velocity of the electron and Δb
is the change in the electron velocity due to the emission of a
photon with energy �x and the loss of energy �ℓX to the PTC
(see SI Appendix for more details).

Another intriguing emission regime occurs in the momentum-
gap region. In the momentum gap, pairs of photons with oppo-
site momentum are spontaneously emitted out of vacuum, similar
to the dynamic Casimir effect, where moving boundaries of a cav-
ity create pairs of photons with half the modulation frequency
(32). Using Eq. 5 to study the quantum interaction of an electron
and momentum-gap photons of the PTC, we find (Fig. 3B) that
the photon emission rate increases exponentially (deep purple)
compared to the emission rate without the PTC (pink). The
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Fig. 3. Free-electron interaction with single photons in a PTC. (A) Photon
emission probability as a function of time in a range of k-wavenumbers,
emitted by a free electron moving in a PTC with b¼ 0:6, ε1=ε0 ¼ 0:1, and
g/ω = 7.8 × 10�3. The units of time are normalized to the modulation cycle
time, Tc ¼ 2π=X. (B) Photon emission probability by a free electron (b¼ 0:6)
moving in a PTC, as a function of the k-vector of the emitted photon, as
observed after 300 PTC cycles. The dashed red line marks the angles of
phase-matching between the electron and the electromagnetic waves (via
the classical model), corresponding well to the calculated probability of
emission. Both A and B are calculated with the Hamiltonian of Eq. 5. (C) Che-
renkov radiation of an electron with b¼ 0:9 in a PTC (deep purple) com-
pared to ordinary Cherenkov without a PTC (pink) as a function of time for
wavenumbers residing in the momentum-gap center of the PTC, with εrðtÞ ¼
2þ 0:05sinðxtÞ and coupling strength g=x¼ 10�5. The difference between
emission with (w.) and without (w/o) the PTC (orange) follows an exponen-
tial (exp.) fit (long-dashed black line). The number of photons emitted by
the electron is exponentially enhanced, drawing energy from the temporal
modulation of the refractive index. polynom., polynomial.
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exponential growth is shown by fitting the difference in emission
rates to an exponential function (orange). This finding stands in
sharp contrast to suppressed (prohibited) emission of photons in
the bandgap of spatial photonic crystals (33). We believe this is a
general feature of emission into a time-varying medium: The
emission rate is always higher for photons with wavenumbers k
inside a PTC momentum gap.

In the same superluminal regime and under strong electron–
photon coupling, characterized by the coupling strength g, we
find an even more interesting effect at the angle opposite to the
ordinary Cherenkov angle. In that direction, the final states of the
emission process by the moving electron, jP� �k,nk,n�k � 1i,
become quantum-degenerate with the states of the spontaneous
emission created by vacuum fluctuations and enhanced by the
PTC, jP,nk,n�ki. This quantum degeneracy of momentum and
energy is lifted by the interaction term and causes avoided
crossing between the two processes, as shown by Fig. 4A. We
mark the lines of electron radiation in a PTC with very weak
electron–photon coupling (pink) and the bandgap wavevectors
(orange). In principle, these lines would cross, but the strong
interaction between the electron and the medium prevents
the crossing. Fig. 4B shows the growing emission probability
at two new wavevectors, kgap ± Δk, where Δk depends on the
electron–photon interaction strength. Fig. 4C compares the
spontaneous two-photon emission over time, in the absence and
in the presence of a free electron. When the electron is absent,
the photon pairs are created in a rate that grows exponentially.

The presence of the free electron alters the process dramatically:
The emission in the PTC momentum gap is suppressed at the
crossing point, highlighting the avoided crossing. Fig. 4D, on the
other hand, compares the radiation at the two wavevectors, with
k? ¼ kgap ± Δk. It shows that emission at these wavevectors is
enhanced due to the presence of the electron. These results are
direct outcome of the underlying QED mechanism, as they can-
not be explained through the Maxwell equations alone.

In conclusion, we analyzed the emission of radiation by a
free electron moving through a PTC, predicted the exponential
enhancement of emission in the directions conforming to the
momentum gap, and pinpointed the outcome of QED in the
form of avoided crossing. Our classical and quantum descrip-
tions of the electromagnetic modes and electron interaction
are general and can be applied to any variation of the permit-
tivity in time, strong and abrupt as it may be. The recent pro-
gress on ultrafast ENZ materials makes it promising to observe
PTCs in the near future, and the utilization of UTEMs (22)
makes the ideas described here accessible to experiments (23)
(see detailed suggestions for an experiment in SI Appendix). Spe-
cifically, the recently developed ENZ materials with strong non-
linear effects were shown to possess very fast (femtosecond) and
strong (order of ∼1) modulation of the permittivity in response
to an ultrafast pulse, already showing time refraction (15, 18, 34)
and features of time-reflection (19). In principle, a train of such
pulses will result in time-periodic permittivity—creating a PTC,
and then a free electron in this PTC will effectively acts as a
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Fig. 4. Free-electron back-emission near the momentum gap of a PTC (β¼ 0:9). (A) Probability of the electron to emit a photon after 300 Tc. The electro-
magnetic radiation at the gap enhances the probability for the electron to emit a photon, which reaches a maximum at the momentum gap (dashed
pink), but this point coincides with the probability for spontaneously emitted photon pairs (dashed orange). The quantum interference between these
two distinct effects results in avoided crossing. The size of the splitting depends on the light–matter interaction strength; here, g/ω = 2.2 × 10�2. (B) Prob-
ability of photon emission in the back-direction of the electron near the momentum gap vs. time (k-wavevectors that belong to the dashed black line
from A). The splitting becomes evident after several tens of modulation cycles in the permittivity. The electron–photon coupling strength is g/ω = 7.8 ×
10�3. (C) Comparison of the back-emission in the PTC momentum gap with (w.) and without (w/o) the electron (elec.). The presence of the electron sup-
presses the spontaneous two-photon emission in the gap. (D) Comparison of the back-emission in the band, but near a PTC momentum gap, at k-wave-
vector in the region of avoided crossing, with and without the electron: Here, the presence of the electron enhances the radiation emission. The coupling
strength for C and D is g/ω = 3 × 10�3. We chose weak modulation amplitudes ε1=ε0 ¼ 2 × 10�3 for A and B and 10�4 for C and D to stay in the perturba-
tive limits of the quantum simulations. The Inset in C highlights the modulation withing each cycle.
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relativistic electromagnetic emission source. This scheme can
pave the way to new physics, such as a radiation scheme for rela-
tivistic dipoles known to show effects like the superlight inverse
Doppler effect (35) or the study of quantum correlations
between electrons and the photon pairs created by the modu-
lation (36). Looking forward, these ideas could also lead to
novel tunable particle detectors (37) and particle accelerators
(38, 39) and to free-electron X-ray lasers (40–43) drawing their

energy from periodically driven materials, which can be tuned
over a large wavelength span.

Data Availability. All study data are included in the article and/or SI Appendix.
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